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Dear Friends ,

The needs of society wil l be addressed in a time when
the state and the nation wi ll be experiencing significant

Although the cosmologists know the century wi ll not

demograph ic change , described by Professo r Michael

end and the new mi llennium will not actually begin for

Gonzalez . Recogni zing this , we are trying to educate a

another year, seeing the number s flip over on our

diverse student body to become leaders in a multicultural

ca lendars from 1999 to 2000 gives us a feeling of

international society.

historical transition. This sense of history is enhanced

At the same time that we are learning to benefit

at USD because of our celebration this year of the 50th

from dramatic social change , people are becoming ever

Anniversary of the charter of the university. We look at

more close ly linked through technology. Professor Dan

our relative ly brief past with a sense of awe at the

Rivetti explores the possibi lities and limitations of new

accomplishments of our predecessors. Photographs

financia l mode ls. With the rapidly evolving growth of

of the campus in the r94os show a grassy mesa

the Internet, we are wo1·king on upgrading and

adorned with only cacti and an occasional shrub .

enhancing the technological capacity of the university.

Photographs of the same mesa today delight us

Perhaps leadersh ip is the greatest need we face in

with the activity of our students , the beauty of

the future . Professor Mary Scherr observes that the

the campus and the architectural serenity of

future ca lls for leaders with a deep spiritual foundation.

the buildings . We look to the year 2000 and

The faculty futur ists recognize the complexity of the

the millennium ahead with a sense of

changes ahead of us and, with Professor Michae l

optimism and antic ipation of a favorable

lchiyama , call for research and scholarship directed

future.

towards resolution of the problems and issues we face.

Wl1en we look back to the world in

One of the most striking features of the

the year IOOO , we realize that scholars and

millennium is the way in which it rem inds us that time

leaders in that era cou l d not have even

and human e ndeavors are connected by date to the birth

begun to anticipate all of the changes that

of Christ. We begin the year 2000 A . D . , Anno Dom ini ,

would occur in the millennium ahead. Yet

the 2000th year from the birth of Our Lord. Other

even though people then thought the new

abbreviations and terms of reference (BCE and CE,

year would bring the end of the wor l d ,

before and after the common era) are used to recognize

the globe kept spinning on with new

that time touches all of humanity , not just Christians.

opportunities and growth. Wlien we look

We know that the efforts to provide an actual date for

back to the year 1900, even the greatest

the birth of Christ are limited in accuracy. Yet, however

visionaries could not appreciate the changes

we count the years or record the days, it is sure ly

that would transform society during this

appropriate to acknowledge the historical impact of the

century. We know our efforts to foretell events
are short-term, and that the best we can do is to

birth of Jesus Christ and to seek spiritual guidance for
the years , centuries and millennia ahead .

ide ntify trend s and needs. In this issue of the
President 's Report , I want to share with you some of

Warmest regards ,

the insights of our facu l ty about the future, and
illustrate those visions with profiles of some of the
alumni and students who are shaping that future .
The future as predicted by our faculty will be a
challenging time. As profe ssors Patricia Roth and

Alice B. Hayes
President

Robert Fellmeth recognize, concern for the children
and for our aging society is a cle a r priority which
influences our educational and professional programs.
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v) Professor Robert C Fel/meth
School of LaiL

Director of the Ch,/dren 's Ad e,cacv lmt.tute.
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Pnce Professor of Publ,c Interest Lai•

unwed parents live a t a med ian of $II ,000 per year in
fami ly income, and chil dren of married parents li ve at
above $44 , 000. If that private responsibi li ty is once
aga in honored , ch ildren wi n , and win big.
What we h ave forgotten a l so i ncludes pub l ic
in vest e nt in K-1 e u aa tion, re ~
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e have accomp lish ed much in the 20th century.
The growth of democracy , advances in medicine ,

our grea t-grandp arents had whe n they bu1 t
h arvest to bring in a school t eac h er from the

proud tradition of each generation sacr ifi cing so its

Eas .

children cou ld h ave it better. It may be a son who was

expan ion o

the first in the family to own a h ome, or a daughter who

from v cation a

os Cim p ortant, it means

hi g Her ed u cation capacity,
schoo l s to graduate

university education. Th e jobs of the

dreams. For a n otherwise diverse nation, t h.a t

fu t u re a re not on assembly lines or in the

dedication to our children h as serve d as a com ~ on and

f ie lds , but require mastery of technogeek

profound bond, a bond cemented not only by

s ~ ill s. That i s this nation ' s niche ,

willingness to invest in our own children , but in each

and that is o ur chi ldr en ' s hope fo r

other' s

emp loyment and opport unity . We have

ildren .
e face a

not been doing it, and we h ave to start.

serious ch a ll enge to that tradition. A 32 percent unwed

How do we work toward our

e lo ok oward t 1e 21st cent ur y,

birth rate, child poverty rates rema in i ng close to record

vision? By every means avai lab le . In the

post-depress ion leve ls and declining tes t scores. We face

courts, in the legislature , before the

the prospect of being the first generation of adu lts in a

agencies , and through research and

century to fail to keep the si lent American promise of

pub li c ed u cation . We are training

advancing our children beyond our own atta inm ents .

dedicated child advocates, many now

The more than one - th ird of Ame rican children living

working effectively for chi ldren . Advocacy

at or near the poverty level will likely not be ab le to

is not easily supp orted , because too many

afford their own h omes , will not have co ll ege

mistaken ly den igrate it as " po liti ca l. " We

enrollment slots avai lab le and , for many , will not find

advocate for a group not othe r wise

emp loyment in the projected international eco n omy .

professionally represented, and whose

Their realistic plight currently is as a hu ge and

interests are honored loud ly in word ,

intractab le underclass. That like ly prospect co n trasts

rarely in deed. Our watch wo rd will b e

with our generous comm itm ent to ourse lves as adu lts

"leverage " - leverage by changing

What we have forgotten about the past has merit
and deserves re storat ion. That includes, perhaps first
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hoice , o r eflect t e fee li g

one-room schoo lh o u se and spent half t h ei r

As

u
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and in c ·e.ased pare ta

and foremost, a restored commitment to marriage, to
vindicate a child ' s ri ght to be reared by two committed
ad u lts , particularly in a soc ie ty where the children of

incentives, by altering a rul e of
law , by adding to an agency ' s
mi ssio n , by g i ving new

t

access, by putting chi ldren on the public

polling of adults revea l s a general and deep

agenda, and by focusing attention on private

reservoir of concern about education, higher

commitment and public investment.

education and future jobs among the citizenry.

We sense that increasing numbers agree
with our concerns and our goals. We enter

Large majorit i es are will i ng to sacrifice if i t
means effective outcomes for children.
That is why we are seeing the "education "

the 2Ist century with optimism, not withstanding our conceded l ack of

governor and "e ducation " presidential

success over the past 20 years. That

candidate polemics begin to

optimism is driven by a surge of support

predominate . It will be our job to

for our clients and for us . Recent

make them keep their promises .

HERE

TO

HELP

THE

CHILDREN

A few months back, Sharon Kalemkiarian faced what seemed an easy choice :
Hire on as a high-paid consultant with a large mental health care provider , replete with corporate
credit card and other perks, or finish the work she started four years earlier to reform San Diego
County's fractured mental health program for kids, which comes with a cramped office , modest pay
and the specter of unemployment within the year.
Kalemkiarian , the mother of three elementary school-age children , didn't take long to make up
her mind .
"I decided to stay with it," she says. " I knew I would. This is what I set out to do , and it ' s right that
I see it through."
What Kalemkiarian , a 1989 School of Law graduate and former director of the school ' s Child
Advocacy Clinic, set out to do four years ago was no less than a herculean task - streamline mental
h ea lth services for the county's 13 , 000 children , who encounter a Byzantine maze to see doctors and
counselors and often quit out of frustration.
Kalemki a rian knew that frustration while she represented exhausted parents and frightened
children a t the Lega l Ai d So c iety and, after sponsoring a law student's project examining children's
services, r ea1ized th a t m e ntal he alth services we r e by far the wors t.
W ith leade rship fr om th e San D iego legal co mmuni ty, th e S a n Diego C ounty Board o f S up ervisors
event u ally agr eed to r eorganize m e ntal h ealth services for ch ild re n , j o ini n g P roj ect Heartb eat at th e
Sa n Diego C ounty B a r Assoc iat io n i n a $7 m illion , five - year p la n to imple m e n t a stream li ne d m e ntal
he a lth progr a m fo r child ren , as well as trai ni ng a nd referra l services for p aren ts.
Ka le mkiarian, who directs the p rogr am, has spent much of the last four years convincing
bureaucracies such as MediCal, Children Services Bureau , school districts and mental health providers
to give up their funds - $20 million annually - and their slice of the mental-health pie . Instead of
dealing with the four agencies, a child will now deal with one provider who will coordinate everything
from counseling to after-school programs. The provider contract , which Kalemkiarian helped
structure , is expected to be awarded in January .
"I realize it's very hard for these big bureaucracies to change , " she says. "But they have to, because it's
not the child's fault that we have these complicated bureaucracies. It's the child and the fami ly that we are
here to help ."
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__s an opportu ity to lead

£Y Professor Mary Woods Scherr
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School of Education
seek se lf knowledge b y reflecting on crucial quest ions:
Who is thi s se lf that is le ading? What is most m ea ningful
in my li fe? What is my life's purpose?
Student"l are w-e ll a,,ware of the brokenne-ss in the

T

h ere's a sto ry by Isaac Luria, ajewish mystic of long

wor ld. Shards of p olerty , pollution, overpo J ulation

ago, that says when the Creator created t h e

and ethnic cleansing are scattered everywhere. _J:h e

universe, h e drew in a deep breath to make space for

extent of the problems sometimes overwhelms

his c re at ion. Th e Creator then pou re d divin e light

and imm ob iliz es. By nourishing o ur inn e r

into huge vessels , but the brilliance of the light

li ves we ga in the spirit u al energy to contin u e

shattere d

the

vessels

an d

scattered

frag m e nt s

throughout the world. Since t ha t t im e, th e story goes,
the work of hum an beings is to mend the vessels through
th e work known as tikkun olam , the repair of the world.
Many of th e st ud ents who ap pl y for o ur maste r's
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All major spiritual traditions teach
that humans are co-creators. Our

peace in stead of adjusting to the

creat ivec\yays th y plan to'be lp repair the wodd. Our

world. Vaclav Havel's experiences

stude nt s, who are teachers, administrators , business

as a dissident and p risoner in

m en and women , and directors of agencies, study how

Marxist Czechoslovakia taught him

they can be l ea d ers in their organizations. The

that even und er severe oppress ion

programs stress influence relationships and the power

people can create dramatic change

of one perso n to make a di fference.

through their own consciousness,
th ough t and sp iri t.
As we approac h a n ew cent ury,

every are n a in whi ch they live and work. The supe rvi sor

we r ecognize and ce l ebrate the

who o rganizes managers to protect a whistle blower ' s

ac hi evements of the hum an mind .

job, the community activist who advocates for safety

We have high potentia l for further

standards in child care , and the counci l member who

accomp li s hm ents. Sc i ent i fic

negot iates with citi zens to assu r e that low-cost housing

breakthroughs unimaginable a

is not restricted to ju st one a r ea in the c ity a r e eac h

few decades ago regularly make

assuming lead ers hip ro l es. Their actions hold the

the h eadl i nes. Yet comp lex

promise of greater justi ce .

problems come up to face us

relationship to se lf, which in t u rn affects relationships
wit h others , with organ izat ions and with comm uni ties.
For these relationships to be growth-enhancing, leaders

.

inner and outer wor lds interact in

"to m a k e a difference." In a va ri ety of diverse a nd

Central to this view of leaders hip is th e lea d er's

,J

istan f~an d barriers.

adjust th e world toward justice and

who will u se their ta lents to ac hi eve greater justice in

>

aipat h , f

School of Education explain that they want to b e ab le

z
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a nd doctoral programs in L eaders hip Studies in t.b_e

Today and in th e future, the world needs lead ers
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comp lex ways. We have the power to
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an opportunity to lead in our own li ves , as
teachers, coaches, parents , business m en a nd
women, and as c iti ze n s . Now and in th e

a nd their own deepest purpose.
Maria Harris, a re li g iou s educator a nd
w rit er, reminds u s that we will l eave

f utur e , we need l eaders who work for

our fingerprints upon the vessels we

policies and practices t h a t lead toward

strive t o mend. Our work will lead

greater jus t ice, a necessary precursor

toward greate,· ju stice , a necessary

to peace. We need leaders who are in

precursor to peace.

touc h w ith t h emse lves , their God

When Superintendent Jennifer Jeffries began teaching m 1975, she never p ctured herself the top administrator of
a school district. "At the beginning of my career, I didn't know how to do politics very well," she says.

As she moved through the ranks and earned the superintendent's job at the Fallbrook, Calif., Union
Elementary School District, Jeffries learned that leadership isn' t all about playing political games. It ' s about
influencing others.
"I can be passionate and rigorous, but not coercive," says the 1994 graduate of the leadership studies doctoral
program. "Leadership involves influence that results in commitment to the common good, rather than mere
compliance to the will of others."
Jeffries' style, which has won the loyalty of the 560 employees in her district, is directly tied to her spirituality
an d commitment to the Episcopa l Church. Through her courses at the School of Education, she began to
understand the connection between leadership and spirituality .
"When spirituality is invo lved, your work becomes something you are called to do , not something you are
dr iven to do ," she says.
A majority of her workday is devoted to people, Jeffries says , because she likes talking and enjoys knowing what
is happening in the nine elementary and middle schools she oversees. Whether she's convi ncing the sc hoo l board
to fund a project, sitting in a classroom observing the teacher and students , or developing a plan to improve student
achievement , J effries maintains a genuine r espect for indi vidual s .
Even if they oppose h er id eas.
"My spirituality h e lp s me see h ow I am connected , even to those who are opposing me , " she says. "It keeps me
mindfu l of the ne e d s of oth ers. And doesn' t allow m e to misu se my pos ition of authority . "
Jeffries instead uses her position to work for the common good of the 5 , 900 students in h er schoo ls. And
sometimes sh e moves outsid e of her "Super Nintendo" (as one youngster ca ll ed h er during a visit to an e lementary
schoo l) j ob , to working for th e Fallbrook community. As cha ir of th e Boys and Girls C lub Teen Keystone Cl ub ,
sh e helps organize dances and poo l parties , and often sp e nd s Friday evenings during the summer sell ing sodas and
ca ndy bars at the events.
Whether working with adu lts o r kids , the teacher in h er is always present.
"Leadership is h aving th e intellectual ca p acity to figure out what to do and how to get there," she says.
"Spirit u ality is knowing how to he lp people d o it with me. "
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Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science
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migration cha ll enge us to find so l utions by redefi ning
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our notions of community and of ourselves. Issues of
social justice will take
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Significant emp h asis is p laced on promot ing
heal tffi.y. ag!Pg arid n epen "en.t living , b u t there

I S :er understanding·

con tin et to b J ~

candidly at what the future may hold, and believe that

of the fragi le

we can endure, thrive and find meaning in our lives

a l ternatives for care ava il ab l e to aging

ecft fo

~Jttl,

s o£s.o.caal support and

-i-

redominate care providers. As we
rant the issues of bot h enriching the

the very boundaries of life and death, extending t e

l i ves of aging persons and deve l oping

limits and quality of life beyond our current

sensitive caring environments, hea l th

Qimagi
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care for an older population demands that we look

The future holds a real sense of promis \., T the
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respons ibi lity for the care of vulnerable members.

areas of aging and health. Scientific advances w· I pus-
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opportun1t1es of aging 1n the next century 1s

while retaining a measure of hope, grace and ~
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myste 1..e5 of gen

, swi ll c

tinue to

and soc i al services to the older

unfold, clearer understanding of disease will emerge,

population remain under-funded and

and we will find increased potential for prevention,

fragmented , whi le integrated systems of

early detection and a l ternate modes of treatment.

care remain elusive . The passage to the

Chronic diseases such as Alzheimer ' s, Parkinson's,

next century presents us wi th challenges

cardiovascular disease , diabetes and arthritis, wh ich rob

and opportun i ties to move beyond the

the aged of their vitality, will continue to be the focus of

limitations of current approaches to

efforts to ameliorate and , finally, eradicate their effects.

enhancing t h e experience of living

Knowledge of scientific advances wil l be
immediately accessible worldwide through

and dying in supportive, self-affirming,
caring communities .

...

communications systems yet to be imag i ned. W i th
increased life expectancy and greater numbers, older

0

strategies for health promotion in the later

persons will achieve greater soc i al influence and

years and strategies for life enhancement
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Whi le nurse researchers focus on effective

political power; thus recogn ition wil l be given to the i r

in the face of chro n ic i ll ness, n u rse

valuable contributions and the quality of life in later

administrators, consultants and care

years. Systems of care that foster hea l th and

managers will seek to re - envision integrated

independence will emerge. With all the hope and

health care delivery systems and create

promise of these advances , however, society may be

linkages between older persons,

ill-prepared to deal with the ethical, social , econom ic

their families and hea l th

and political consequences of a rapidly aging society.
The commonalities of aging populations in
industrialized societies and the g lobal effects of war ,
social and economic devastation, disease, famine and
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own fragility and that of all life. Deciding how we will
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or most of us, exp loration of the cha llenges an.cl

somewhat daunting, for it demands that we face our
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services. G e ria tr ic nu rse pract itione r s an d clini ca l
nur s e sp ec i a li s t s w ill d eve l o p n e w m ode l s t o

across gene r at io n s t h at ca n be t ra ns l a t ed in to
effec tive p o li cy a t th e n a ti o n al and l ocal levels.

p rovide h ealth care a nd supp ort services to o ld er

Ou r h or i zo n s may b e l i mi te d b y o u r ow n

p erso n s a nd th eir fa mili es i n a ll types of

fe ar s o f agin g , depe nd ence , fin a n c i a l sec u rity

se ttin gs , fr om cli nics a n d h os pi ta l s to
h o m es , h ospices and l i f e-ca r e

and m o rtali ty. Ye t we sh o uld b e e n cou rage d
b y t h e op p o r t uni ty to exp e ri e n ce a n oth e r

co mmun it i es. In t h e p o l i t ica l are n a,

phase of li fe , to sea r c h for deepe r

n u r se p rofessio n a l s h ave th e b o th th e

m eaning in t h at exper i ence , an d to

o p p or tun i ty for a nd t h e co mm i t ment

e n vis ion wh at mig h t b e wit h out a se n se

to a rt ic ul at in g a vi s i o n f o r h ea l t h care

of lim its.

Take a look at one of the assisted- living facilities that Rose Lochman '86 (M.S.N. '91) has helped design,
and on the surface you'll see all the elements of a standard apartment building. Bricks, mortar,
appliances, fixtures. But to Lochman, there's much more to see. She finds dignity, independence,
freedom and respect in these structures. Most of all, she sees a chance for an aging population to live a
better, more fulfilling life.
"Assisted living didn't exist until the mid-198os ," says Lechman, a nationally recognized consultant
in the design , development and operation of assisted - living communities. "Now it's growing fast , and in
California alone there already are tens of thousands of older people who take this option because it allows
them to retain their privacy and self- respect , and remain part of the world. "
Assisted - living communities are a much - needed middle ground for seniors who no longer can live
on their own, Lechman explains , but don' t need the full - time care that hospitals or nursing homes
provide. The apartment-style living allows for independence , with the benefit of a staff that monitors
residents' needs and brings in necessary services. Lechman ensures that developers who build such
facilities can meet state licensing requirements.
"The regulations are quite detailed , but essentially require that the needs of the residents are met
a nd that the development is economically viable ," says Lechman , a founding member of the California
Ass isted Living Association , which sets standards and consults on assisted-living legislation. " From the
simplest things, such as placing electrical outlets higher than they would be in other buildings , to the
m ore involved , such as training staff in case manage ment , m y go al is to m ake sure assis t ed livi ng provides
th e best e n vironme nt for th e p eople it serves. "
Le chman exp ects ass ist ed living to boom in th e n ext cen tury as th e population ages a nd p e ople
dema nd mo re a nd b e tter living o p tio n s as th ey grow o lder. Sh e also sees tre m e nd o us opportunity fo r
nurses to b eco m e in vo lved in oversight a nd m anagement of su ch communit ies as th ey b ecome m ore
sophisti cated a nd bette r abl e to h a ndle m edi cal con di tio n s tha t now r e quire ins titutionalization . But
most im porta nt , she sees a be tter f utu r e for seniors.
" I fee l like I 'm making a d ifferen ce in h ow eld erly peo ple will live , " sh e says. "We h ave a t re m e ndo us
respons ibili ty for th e h ealth a nd safe ty of el derly peo ple, a nd th is is a way to ensu re th at with o u t taking
away th e dign ity and res p ect th ey d eserve."
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~• Professor Dan Rivett,
School of Business Administrat,on

Finance will converge with other disciplines in the
future. The Chief Knowledge Officer will replace the
Chief Financial Officer, and today 's Chieflnformation
Officer or controller has a head start i n pursuing this
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inance used to be considered a place where folks

JUSt counted beanbags. The bean counters, now

referred to as accountants, dut ifully prepared t h e bags
for counting. All that has changed.
Financiers , bankers, investment bankers and
financial mangers have created a new "Hollywood" role
for themselves. They ' ve become the gatekeepers of
capital and makers of kings , or idols . They are the
angels who provide the financial blessings for ~

s

that otherwise would be unrecognized notions , and the
have unleashed the subversive power of finance~
We are in an electronic period , the effect of which
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u. · society.

'is shift rests in a ~ w hands .

The unexpected upside to this subversion is that
workers wi ll truly begin to control the means of
production , because the means of production now
reside between their ears. The toil and self-enslavement
practices that have been cast upon them since the
Industrial Revolution may finally be just a "click" away.
Finance was concerned about orderly systems of
acquiring and disbursing capital. The science
of managing capital has been shattered by the
realization that we are constantly in a state of flux .
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Noble laureates have lost billions of dollars
cybergeeks rule legions of bankers. The
old formulas are seemingly worthless , and
no one can explain the soaring stock

(/)

prices of Internet-based companies .

a:

We live in a world where the simplest

w

changes , rumors or nuances can weigh

>
z
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heavily in the pocketbooks of millions
of ordinary investors.

osition. U nib nism is about to urch

7

ead-;'and

gover ment will pay a larger role in the economy. Both
of these institution J have been coul ted out o khe new
economy, but still have a lot of punch left.
Finance will continue to have a serious ro le in
every persop'r1l_e

I° s9rious that every human wants

to play , drivr g out t~ e

eed for "professional "

finan e specialiJ s. T e ~

keting mangers of

the future will not need to rely on " finance "
fo r_approval. The marketing person will run
the

umbers themselves , get together with

pr duction and submit their shared
opinions to a group of seasoned decision
makers for approval or denial. The
finance genie is out of the bottle and the
economy is about to spin so fast that the
blur wil l create a new convergence of
thought with money.
We professors, however , are not
going to resign our finance professorships! Rather we are going to train our
students to make dynamic financial
decisions that balance the needs of
all

stakeho lders .

Business

students at USD, for example ,
are

being

trained

to

make

financial decisions utilizing
new systems such as
Real Option Theory,
goes

beyond
finance by
the value of

to spin so fa
r will creat
ewco vergen

managerial flexibility when eva lu ating irreversible

delaying the downtown baseball real estate project are

capital in vestments in an uncertain world .

problems that must be strategically studied to determ ine

Busin ess school graduates in the future wil l
encounter all the difficulties associated with traditiona l

what options are availab le , and what the consequences
of those options are.

financial modeling , p lus the added burdens of entering

The Internet has created a remarkable example of

a job m a rket dominated by high technology projects ,

the failure of traditional financial valu a tion techniques ,

large initial capital outlays and highly un certai n cash

with values growing far out of proportion to real worth.

inflows . Traditional standards for decision m aking will

As finance grows more complex , so too will the models

no longer b e used to construct investment valuations

we use to predict our financial fortunes. The business

for industry. In San Diego , for instance , the acquisition

savvy of professionals and other individuals will depend

of a lo ca l biotech company or the consequences of

on how effect ive ly these models are used .

RESHAPING

THE

BUSINESS

WORLD

Eric Yocam '97 (M.B.A.) is not just on the cutting edge of 21st century commerce. He's sharpening it.
As a program manager with Microsoft, Yocam directs the company' s ' Extranet,' a network that links internal
and external business partners . The Extranet soon will serve as a complement to the Internet, says Yocam.
"Say you're a small business and you have a storefront on the Web," explains Yocam, 33 . "The Extranet will
allow you as a business owner to get access to he lp with accounting, legal issues and general bus iness tips . It 's like a
behind-the-scenes office where you can get all the he lp you'd ever need . "
The Extranet, or something similar , already exists at some companies. Microsoft , App le and IBM u se Extranets
to communicate with the ir partners . A Micro soft emp loyee for a year , Yocam says the Extranet was deve loped out
of a n e ed for security in on line business . In the future , bus iness owners wi ll subscribe to the service and then log
on and enter inform a tion. Software will do a busi ne ss owner's a ccounting, answer lega l qu es tions an d do a ll the
work now done in a back ro om or a n office. Subscribers will simp ly pull it up on their browsers as they do the
Internet.
Yocam says small businesses generally cannot afford to spend e ither time or money in person for all of the
services the Extranet will provide via modem. The proposed network does have limitat ions, h owever . Questions
abound regarding the taxes and regulation of online transactions. Yocam says there are alrea dy serio u s issues
regarding o nline traffic over state lin es , let alone in ternat iona l ones.

"If yo u ' r e a busin ess in G e rm an y se lling pro du cts to co n sum e r s in th e U n ited S tates , wh ich laws apply? " says
Yoca m. "Those are things we need to work out. "
Yocam , who makes his home in Redmond , Wash. , with fiancee Annie Choi ' 97 (M.I.B.) ,
says when friend s find out he 's a t Microsoft , they often ask the same exact question.
" Everybody wants to know if I know Bill Gates , " says Yocam with a laugh. "I've met him a
couple of times. The first time was years ago before things re ally took o ff. Someone told m e
that guy in the jeans over there was going to be the richest man in the world . They were
r ight. And now I'm working for him. It 's pretty neat. "
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HE

EXPANDiNG

ROLE

Professor Michael Ichjyama

0 F THE

PSYCHOLOG

ST

productivity at major instit ution s of hi gh er learn ing. A

Depa,tment of P9chology

recent APA tas k force concl ud ed that the definition of
sch o lars hip must be redefined and expanded to acco unt
for the context within whi ch psycho logists practice . For
examp le, in defining what is true scho lars hip for a

T

psychology faculty at a liberal arts university such as USD ,
he stated purpose of the American Psychological

the goals of the institution , and most importa n t the

Association is to "advance psychology as a science,

needs of the students , must remain at the fosefront.

as a profession and as a means of promoting human

Teaching and service activities must regain th eir stat u re

we lfare. " This mantra r eflects the broad range of

as equally va lued aspects of sch olarship in th e fie ld .

professional ac tiviti es psychologists engage in. As a

Psychology partnerships. The " Psychology

discip li ne devoted to the st udy and understanding of

Partne r ship Proj ect 1' is a £osum of psychologi sts

behavior , the field as a whole is witnessing a shift in its

who are designing an initiative to forge

priorities. In the next century , psychology must

partnerships through the development of

contin u e to go beyond the scrutiny of the individual in

collabo rative programming across educational

the laboratory and to demonstrate its usefulness in

leve ls (via partnerships among high school ,

address in g rea l - life iss u es.

comm unit y co ll ege, co ll ege and univ ers ity

A r eview of the two fl agship publications of the

fac ult y) and in t h e comm unit y (via

APA, American P~cho logist and APA Monitor, reveals a

partnerships w ith emp loyers, government

remarkable r ange of topics und er invest igation. Areas

agenc ies an d community programs). The

psychologists are exp l oring include g l obal and

project is based on the realization that

0

international problems such as ethnic conflicts ,

psychology as a science cannot rema in isolated ,

(J

prevention of domestic violence and sexua l aggression,

and partnerships are a key to demonstrating

w
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psychological concerns related to aging, prevention of

the relevance of psychology as a profession that

vio l ence and depression among adolescents and

ca n enhance people's lives.

children, the impact of technology on mental h ealth,

increasing diversity. Et hni c minorities ,

the controversy over prescription privileges for

particularly African Americans and Hispan ics, are

psychologists, mental health care r efo rm in the age of

sore ly und er- r epresented in psycho logy gra du ate

managed care, the prevention of chronic mental illn ess ,

sc h oo ls an d among university fac ul ty . Gender

women's health concerns , the impact of urbanization

ineq ui ties persist in terms of salaries, and the

on psycho logi ca l well-being and the growth of the

pursuit of tenure and promotion

neurosciences in the study ofbrain-behav'ior interactions.
At the same t im e,

psychologists in

higher

continues to be a more treacherous
vent ure for women . On the ot h er

education seek new ways in wh i ch to app ly their

hand , there are some indications of

know l edge and research to societa l issues. At the

positive change. The number of

co ll ege an d uni vers ity level , ch anges in th e approach

women b e ing admitted to

w

to teaching psycho logy wi ll point the way for graduates

gr ad u ate sc h ools has r api dly

>

to succeed in their pursuit of solut ions. Four areas in

increased across a ll

particular are crucial to their success :

programs in psycho logy.
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Redefining scholarship. Over the years , teaching

And the current president

and se rvice activities have taken a back seat to research

of the APA, Richard Suinn ,

is a psychologist of Asian American descent whose

psychotherapy is as effective as medications in r educing

major platform is a commitment to enhance cultura l

the symptoms of depression and anxiety , the two most

diversity in the fie ld .

common outpatient mental health problems.

Applied research . While basic research is o n e of

What stands o ut in a review of recent and f uture

the foundations upon which modern day psychology

trends in psychology is the expanding role of t h e

rests , a major cha ll enge in the future is to conduct

discipline beyond the confines of the classroom , the

research with more practical applications. The National

laboratory and the consultin g office. The field of

Institute on Menta l Health recently funded a series of

psycho logy will continue to demonstrate its relevance to

research proj ects designed to test the relative effectiveness

concerns that range from the level of the individual to

of psyc h ot h erapy and drug interventions in menta l

that of the global community, and prom ises to grow in

health treatment.

exciting new directions .

The findings

revealed that

ou ll probably get a plethora of anawers, because when 1t comes to therapy, psychology and psychiatry
everyone seems to have a different opinion about how much it can help. Even psychologists themselves aren't
unified in their opinions. But they're getting some help from Marc Kruse '98.
"The field of psychology is a little troubled about overly quantifying treatment outcomes, because each
person treated has a unique experience," says Kruse. ''But psychologists recognize the need to decide if treatment
is making a situation better and if patients are satisfied with the services they receive."
Kruse is a coordinator for a five-year research project being conducted by the University of California ,
San Diego , psychiatry department to study whether adolescents in state- and county-funded treatment programs
are in fact benefiting from treatment. He will help interview 200 kids aged 12-17 , along with their teachers , parents
and the clinicians who are treating them. In the end, he expects to find out if the goals of treatment are being met ,
and if state-mandated performance indicators are fairly assessing the success of such treatment.
"We're looking at any child affected by the Department of Social Services - whether it be through the
juvenile justice system, alcohol and drug programs or oth er mental health services," says Kruse. "This is a great
example of how research can b e applied to improve how treatment is provided to patients."
Th e fact that those patients are children is a happy co incidence for Kruse. Although he didn't set out
specifically to work with kids, he 's encountered young people at every turn . As an undergraduate psychology major ,
he worked in the children's ward of a local psychiatric hospital , interned at juvenile Hall
and was a counselor at USD's summer sports camps.
Kruse wants to attend graduate schoo l and perhaps move into private
practice in th e future, but always plans to carry with him the lessons he 's learned about
applying his research.
" My goal is to move beyond studies of limited scope and get into

issues of behavior," he says. "That' s where I hope to make a difference."
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T H E

LOOKiNG

GLASS

150 years ago , there was much gr ief and suffering.

Mexicans and Anglos resorted to pistols and the hangman's
noose to set tl e many scores . Other times, Indians and
Chinese im migrants suffered the insults of miners who
wanted no compet itors in the diggings. Now step back

T

through the look i ng glass and return to the 'present.
o envis ion the future , we cannot use history as a

The curi:_ent controver,s ies over i mm igratf on and

crystal ball; indeed , the subject of history works

affirmat ive action may compare with the prob tems that

best if used like a lookin g glass. Stand before it and we

tormented our predecessors. Californians, especia lly in

can see our own reflection . Or , like Alice in the Lewis

modern times , may lull themselves into fa lse comfort.

Carroll tale, we can step into the lo oking glass to see not

Trol!lb le racia l tension----;-Ihe:; susp icious glance one
1
person throws anoth l r, wou ld be far from the mind.

Wonderland , but the past. First, we behold our im age.
What do we see? Great things may greet the eye, but

culture movement in Berkeley, the rise of fashion

change in California.

trends in suburbs or , looking to Hollywood ,

According to the Census Bureau , if current patterns

V

One need only inv.e.stigate the counter-

among many sights , the most amazing cou ld be soc ial

the impact movies have on viewers to see h ow

h old , by the year 2040 Latinos , most of them Mexican

Al;nericans across the nation have fo ll owed

or Mexican American, will comprise 48 percent of the

Ca li fornia's example. It would fol l ow,

state's population . In L os Ange les County a lon e, the

maybe, that the spirit of innovation and

Latino population wi ll be 64 pe.rcent of the total.

independence that Ca li forn ians cherish

Meanwhile , whites throughout the state will only account

wou ld extend to

u

for 31 percent of the population , and the number will

different ethnic groups and races. One

sink even lower in counties su ch as Los Angeles , which

people would rejoice with the other.

w

will have a large Latino presence. Already in 1999 we see

Perhaps, but perhaps not. Now in

signs of the coming ch ange. In a report released in

California , as i n the mines l ong ago,

J an u a ry, the Social Security Administration noted that

wh en peoples of color demand the rights

Jose is the most popul a r name given boys in California.

and pleasures others enjoy, hearts

0

0
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Other sources note that Spanish is the most common

may turn cold and the state ' s

fore ign langu age spoken in California homes. 1n

enthus iasm for experimentation

some cases , Spanish is the on ly language spoken. Nor

vanishes. Yet again , one group

can we forget that Asian Amer ic ans an d African

may see another as a rival.

Americans will grow more numerous as we ll. In

Sadly , the l ook in g glass,

for 21 percent of the state's population.

despite the most arden t wish

a:

Let u s ste p through the looking glass to

w

observe th e past.

:z;
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Remain before the mirror.

2040 , the two groups combined will account

How will Californi ans react to th e changes?

>

relations between

One may be saddened to see that

to see in to the years ah ead ,
cannot a lways supp ly a good
view of the future. But stand
nonetheless before our

Californ ians have not handled c h a nge

reflect i on. Of course we see a

very wel l. When the state switched from a

mu ltitude , but in the different

Mexican to an Anglo American majority

f

shapes and co lors there emerge some common traits.

Mexican Americans believed in the sa me virtues as did

During the Go ld Rush , our predecessors obsessed over

their student peers from other groups. In fact , in some

extraneous details : skin color , the shape of the eye , the

subjects , the Latinos had a more positive attitude

hair's texture , perhaps an accent or a word ' s

about life in the United States than did their white

pronunciation would determine whether one received

contemporaries. And what may b e true for Latinos,

hate or affection. But in the present , so to speak ,

may be true for other peoples of color as well.

difference would only be skin deep. In the United

Shared attributes , not differences , may be the

States , Americans of all types value hard work,

most common image we see in the mirror. But who or

integrity , and self-reliance.

what will we choose to see? The companion with whom

A sociological study conducted two years ago in
San Diego schools noted that Mexican immigrants and

A

NEW

WAY

0 F

TE AC H

we have much in common , or the stranger who looks
different? The questions linger and answers await.

N G

THE

PAST

Aim.mee Rodriguez left her job as a history instructor, returned to the classroom as a student and is searching for
a new way to teach the past.
The 28-year-old USD graduate student had been working as an elementary and middle school teacher in
impoverished areas in and around Los Angeles, but says she was becoming increasingly disappointed and
disillusioned with the state of public schooling in California.
"The things I was seeing, the way things were , it was scary," says Rodriguez of the low a cademic standards and
bureaucratic stagnation. "I didn ' t feel like I was teaching, I felt like I was just keeping watch. I began to think that
there ' s got to be a better way."
The daughter of Filipino immigrants, Rodriguez is pursuing a master ' s degree in history in hopes of figuring
out what that way will be. She's interested in making documentary films , working in a museum or, in some other
way, teaching public history.
"There are other ways to teach hi story besides sitting in a classroom, " sh e says . "As a teacher , I was alarmed at
what these kid s did not know. I was alarmed a t what I didn' t know before I sta rted studying history."
Rodriguez wasn' t always a history buff. She was born and raised in C hicago to parents who e migrated to the
United _Sta tes in 1969 . H e r parents moved to the Los Angeles Basin a rea when she was 6 . Afte r gra duating from t h e
University of Redl ands in 1993, sh e taught E nglish in Cos ta Rica and worke d briefly in a law firm .
She was hire d at an ele mentary sc hool in Rialto , Ca lif ., and then at a middle school in Sa n Bernardino. At
both scho o ls , Ro driguez ran into problems deali ng with ad m inistrators a nd parents . School officials wanted her to
lowe r h er grading standards in an effort to produce more passing grades , and parents
were unwilling to work with their children on their homework.
"It was difficult ," she says . "It' s not what I thought teaching would be. To make
a successful student, I believe you have to have a triangle of student-teacher- parent.
All three have to be working together. "
Rodriguez decided her return to school might lead to so lutions to a problem
she 's convinced can be fixed.
"I don' t want to change the way history is taught ," she says , "but the way
it is learned. "
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THE YEAR iN REViEW

January-March
Alumni, parents, fri e nds and benefa c tors were
honored J an . 9 at the Pres id e nt 's Dinner , an annual

USD President Alice B. Hqyes and a representative of the
/nstituto Tecno16gicoy de £studios Superiores de Monterrry
~stem (ITESM) forge a dual-degree partnership between the
two universities at a signing ceremo19.

Distinguished guests Katherine and George Pardee
were presente d Pres id e ntial Honors . Th e hon o r ,
sy mboli ze d by a porcelain Boehm dove , is awarded at
the president's discretion to acknowl edge significant
philanthropic involvem e nt of the honorees.
San Diego Mayor Susan Golding delivered her seventh
State of the City Address from the Shiley Theatre stage
Jan. 13 . Colding used a state-of-th e-art video display to
demonstrate a satellite lin k with San Diego's Hong Kong
d evelopm ent office. Gold ing chose Shiley Theatre to
help m a rk USD's 50th Ann ive rsary and congratul ated
the university for "5 0 years of excellent education."

h ave take n th e spir itu al a nd aca d em ic knowledge they

It will also be used for copying se rvices, libra ry privileges ,

gained at USD and transformed their own cor n ers of

Cas h Plus acco u nts and meal p lans .

the world. The honorees were: Kimberlee Jub ala '9 0

System (ITESM) was formed in February. Through this
program, one of the first of its kind in e ither the
United States or Mexico , stu dent s will r eceive du al
degrees - one from each school. The program 's goal is
to create the next generation of NAFTA executives wh o
understand both countr ies ' langu ages, cu ltu res a nd
business practices.

All-Faith Service Feb . 5 in The lmmacul ata Church.

Futures New Jersey , a Robert Wood Johnson program,
spoke Feb. IO about "Our Courage a nd Values - What
Are We and What Can We Be? " in the Manchester
A udi torium. Her ta lk was part of th e 11th annua l
nursing lectureship , presented by the Hahn Sch oo l of
Nursing and Health Science.

As part of USD ' s February celebra tion of Black History
Month, noted author and poet Quincy Troupe gave a

en

Gray D av is declar ed March 25

" Un iversity of San Diego Five Decad es of Distinction Day."

D anie l Gross '97 (Hahn School of Nursing an d Health
Science), CEO of Sharp Memoria l , Cabril l o, M ary
Birch and Mesa V ista h ospi tals in San Diego; Lorenzo
Fertitta '91 (Schoo l of Business Admin istrati on), direc tor
of Station Cas in os , Inc. , a nd CEO of Gordon Biersch
Brewing Co mp any ; Monie Captan '85, ' 87 (College of
Arts and Scie n ces), the mini ster of foreign affa irs for
t h e Republic of Liberia; a nd Michae l Thorsnes ' 68
(Schoo l of Law) , a p artner in the San Di ego law firm of
Thorsnes , Bartolotta, McGuire & Padilla .

That night, the un iversity's corporate partners hip
program, BusinessLink USD , staged a 50th Anniversary
tribute at th e San Diego Hyatt Regency .

After a reading in the Manchester Executive Conference
Center Apr il 13, author a nd po et Jane Hirshfield
signed copies of her poetry collections. The event was
sponsore d by the Friends of the USD Librar i es.
Hirshfield has a uthored four poetry co llections, and

Ve lv et G. Miller, exec uti ve director of Children's

San Diego Mqyor Susan Golding delivers her annual State of
th e Ci!) address in Shilry Theatre.

California Gov.

(School of Ed u ca tio n) , a fifth gra de special educat ion
teac h er at San Diego's Lafaye tte El eme ntary School ;

April-June

More than 900 worshipers attended the sixth a nnu al

Q
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photographs and in terv iews to chronicle the sto ries of

food, work and a p lace to stay .

Indian dance form.

...

Association, the fi l m u ses archiva l footage , persona l

Tecnol6gico y de Estudios Sup eriores de Monterrey

performa nce by practitioners of Odissi , a classical

en

as best documentary by the Los Angeles Film Criti cs

railroads during th e Great Depression in search of

w

z

th e Rai ls," March II in the University Center . Selected

An innovative partnership between USD and ln stituto

The service featured prayers from various fa iths and a

a:

I n a special convocation a ddr ess J an . 28 in Shil ey

poetry reading Feb.

w

Theatre, USD Preside nt Alice B . Hay es la u nched the

Troupe is a two-time winne r of the World Po etry bout

university 's year-long 50th Anniversary celebra ti on.

in Taos, N . M. , and winner of the 1990 American Book

Hayes discussed th e university's future, and the three-

Award for his biography of jazz great Miles D avis.

:::,

and work in vendi n g machines or at on-ca mpu s stores .

the more than 4 million Amer icans who took to the

CJ

z

Hyatt Regency. T h e awards ce lebrate grad u ates who

special screen in g of his gripping documentary , " Riding

lett e rs exchanged between th e two in the 1940s.

>

Caree r Ach ieve ment Awards May I at t h e Sa n Di ego

Reading Room of Copley Library . Students donned

founders Bishop Buddy and Mother Hill read original

>

Marc h . The p l an w ill m a ke th e USD ID ca rd a
mu lt ipurpose tool that wi ll open residence h all doors

A se ll out audi e nce joined fi lmmaker Michae l U ys for a

perform ed the in vocat ion and actors portray in g

I-

Five grad u ates were h onored at th e A uthor E . Hugh es

black-tie affair staged thi s yea r in the Rosali e Hill
R ena issanc e costumes, the Founders Chapel Choir

0

Un iversity offic ia ls approved a " camp u s card" id ea in

II

in the Hahn University Center.

her wo rk h as been described as " radiant and passionate "
by the New York Times Book Review.

Emotions soared at commencement weekend, with more thon
1,4 00 undergraduates. graduate and law students receiving
their degrees.

Noted civil rights lawyer Morr is Dees was a guest speaker at

Sid andJ enny Craig were joined by 400 we ll -wishers at

th e 10th ann u al Social Issues Conference April 15 in the

a ground breaking cere m ony May 5 for the n ew 5,000 -

University Center. A co-founder of the So u thern Poverty

seat Jenny Cra ig Pavilion . The sports arena an d

Law Center, Dees spoke abo u t "C hall enging Injust ice."

recreation center is expected to open n ext fall a n d wi ll

Alternative rock b and Reel Big Fish , a favor ite with college

house the Torero basketball an d vo ll eyball teams.

stu dents across the nation , h ea dlin ed a concert on West

After wearing the same T-shirt for luck throughout th e

Point Field April I7. Sponso r ed by the Associated

week- long NCAA tennis ch ampionship tournament in

St ud ents , th e concert a lso featured bands Co ld finger

F l o r ida , junior Zuzana Lesenarova capt ur ed th e

an d Bu rni ng Groove and was part of Co ll ege Visiting

wome n ' s s in gles ti tl e on M ay 28. Th e Czech native

Day. Prosp ect ive students were invited to Alcala Park fo r

knocked off Stanford's Marissa Irvin 4-6, 6 - 3, 7-6 (7-3)

ca mpu s tours and informationa l semin ars.

to cl in ch USD's first NCAA national sports championship.

generationa l King family (C h arles '62, Maureen '64
and M ichalyn '94) shared their memories of the sch ool.
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More than r ,400 graduates donned mortarboards and

With many ofUSD's most accomplished women athletes

picked up their diplomas the weekend of May 29 at

is the first of its kind

on hand , the Sports Center pool deck was the site of a

commencement ceremonies. Under sunny skies, Albert

practical

ga la event Sept. 23 designed to raise money for their

Reynolds , former prime minister of Ireland, talked to

development, conflict resolution , ethics , values and

teams. Former basketball standout an d San Diego Union-

undergraduates, Judge John T . Noonnan, Jr., of the

citi ze nship.

Tribune sports writer Paula (Mascari) Bott ' 85 emceed
Ground was broken Oct. 6 for the the Joan B . Kroc

graduates, and John Hope Franklin , professor emeritus

the players and learn more about the athletics programs .

Institute for Peace and Justice , with U.S . Secretary of

of history at Duke University, addressed graduate students.

The event has raised tens of thousand of dollars in the

Education Richard Riley in attendance. As faculty

past three years.

continued to work on the curriculum for a new peace

The evening featured a reception and silent auction and
helped raise thousands of dollars for the USD Athletic

After touring vendor booths and being entertained~ bands on
the West Point Field, kids and parents alike were enthralled
the multicultural storytellers who highlighted USD's 50th
Anniversary Communi_ry Picnic in}uJy.

Department. To date, the banquets - the brainchild of
the late C h ester Pagni -

have raised over $2 million.

Marguerite Pagni, wife of the longtime Toreros supporter,
gave the university $500,000 for construction of the
Jenny Craig Pavilion. In recognition of the generous

studies program , the in stitute hosted a four-day

October- December
in October for two family weekends centered around
the theme "Gold en Opportunities at USD. " Freshman

USD Symphony and the American String Quartets -

Diego came to campus for two evenings of entertainment

Family We ekend , Oct. 1-3 , featured a fami ly dinner,

were recorded live for the university 's first CD , a

featuring the comedy-theater troupe Culture Clash, and

dean's reception and tours of the city. Upper-classmen

project initiated by the family of William Grant Still

community celebration. Families from throughout San

and their families got together Oct. 15-17 for Fall Family

(r895-r978), one of the most celebrated African

the West Point Field , including bands, vendor booths,

Weekend , which included seminars on study abroad,

American composers of this century. The Still family

fame the USD Chester and Marguerite Pagni Athletic

sports clinics a nd storytelling for children.

financial aid, graduate school and career services.

received an educational grant to produce a two-CD set

San Diego Bishop Robert Brom cel brated the

In one of the most prominent games ever for the

schools nationwide , and invited USD to co ll aborate on

university ' s annual Ma ss of the Holy Spirit , at which

football program, the Toreros hosted the Yale

the project.

USD 's vice president for mission and ministry,

University Bulldogs from the Ivy League Oct. 2 before

Monsignor Daniel Dillabough , encouraged s tudents

a sellout crowd of 4 , 000. The milestone clash was won

USD's Golden Anniversary year was capped in

and faculty to take time from their hectic schedules to

by Yale, 17-6 , but USD came out a winner from the

November with a week-long ce lebration culminating in

le arn, evaluate, formulate and create.

viewpoint of national name recognition and competition.

the return of hundreds of a lu mni to campus for

of Still's music to be distributed to e lementary and high

7

boasts a redesigned reference section, new comp ut er
terminals, a larger circ ulati on desk , and PCs with
Internet access. The $273,000 renovation began after

At the President 's Convocation, the annual address to

The university's International Center for Character

historical

in August. In January the catalog system will be

the faculty by President Alice B. Hayes , 17 faculty were

Education launched a Certificate in Character

celebrations for the Hahn School of Nursing and Health

upgraded, from a text-based to a Windows platform.

honored for teaching , research and service with USD's

Education program, which provides a course of study

Science and the School of Education's leadership

annual University Professor awards. In her Sept. I7 speech,

for educators and others interested in character

studies program, academic lectures, concerts and a day

Hayes urged the faculty to continue the university's

education in schoo ls and communities. The certificate

of community service.

annua l fund by a lumni . More than $600 ,000 was

u.

raised from 4,400 donors. Undergraduate alumni

0

participation in the annua l fund - which raises money

>

Home com ing , Nov. r 2-r4. The week included a

finals in May, and was completed well ahead of schedule

The fiscal year closed June 30 with record giving to the
1/)

Performances from two fine arts music ensembles - the

were treated to a Saturday afternoon full of activities on

Copley Library was renovated over the summer and now

z

prominent peace leaders from around the world.

gift, the university renamed the school's sports hall of

]ujy-September

C

" Building a Culture of Peace " conference with

Families of USD students were welcomed to Alcala Park

Hall of Fame .

w

research about moral

the event, which lets friends of the women's teams meet

University Center for the 2Ist annua l Sports Banquet.

u

the nation , and integrates

Ninth Circ uit Court of Appeals , spoke to School of Law

Alumni, family and friends gathered June I in the

0

in

knowledge and

for financia l aid, academ i c programs , technology

theater arts performance , anniversary

tradition of combining the exploration of faith and
culture with a commitment to teaching , reseai-ch and

USD graduates an d parents wi ll come together to

academic excellence.

celebrate the annua l USD Mas s in five locations on
Dec. 8 - San Diego , Orange County, Los Angeles, San

upgrades, facu lty support and ot h er important needs -

The School of Business Administration inaugurated its

Francisco and Phoenix . The San Diego service will

grew by almost 200 donors . At the same time , al umni

master's degree program in g lobal leadership, with a

honor the recipient of the Bishop Buddy award , which

1/)

contribution s to USD 's capital fund - raising -

which

fo1·mat tailored to meet the needs of military officers

celebrates extraordinary co mmitment to humanitarian

a:

supports construction and facilities such as the planned

who will continue working wh il e ea rning a degree. The

causes.

w

J enny Craig Pavilion athletics and activities center -

courses - d eveloped by program director J erry Singleton

totaled $1. 7 million .

and the business sc hool faculty in consu ltation with

The doors of the university were flung open to the city

theory and practice , g l oba l politics and l aw , and

on July 30 and 31 for a two-day 50th Anniversary

business practices.

I-

>
z
:::,

r8

Navy personnel - cover three main areas: leadership

A sellout crowd overflowed the stands for Yale Universi_ry 's
first trip to Alcala Park, watching the Toreros put forth a
valiant effort against the East Coast team.
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SUMMARY

SO U R CES O F ANNUAL
FUND GIFTS , 1998 -9 9

TOTAL GIVING T O USD (in millions)
$10 .1

1998-99·
1997-98

I

.!

1996-97
1995-96

l

1994-95

-}
0

$11.1
$8.1
$8.2

5

I

I

$33.4

,1(

I

I

a.

Alumni
17.14%

a.

b.

Parents
12.88%

Unrestricted
39.54%

b.

C.

Faculty/ Staff
1.96%

Law School
10.69%

C.

d.

Corporate
17.97%

e.

ICSC
4.89%

f.

Community
15.25%
Foundations
20 .58%

g.
10

15

20

25

30

35

h.

$3.5
$2.8

1997-98

I
$3.3

$2.8

1995- 96

$2.6

1994-95

0

1.5

2.0

2.5

I

I

1998-99

$86.71/4,737

I

$81.45/4,645

1996-97

I

$78.2/4,621

1995-96

$72.7/4,288

1994-95
3.0

$66.0/4,120
0

3.5

UNDER GRADUATE ALUMNI PARTICIPATION (number of alum ni donors/percentage of total alumni)

u

(Schools,
Fin ancial Aid, etc.)

1997-98

1996-97

1.0

20

40

1996-97
1995-96
1994-95

u.

500

0

0

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

0

3500

ENDOWMENT FUND (Ma rket value of the endowment f un d atfiscalyear ending June 30 for 1999,
Aug. 31forprioryears, 1n millions)

>
I-

z

100

1997-98

z

>

80

1998-99

C

w

60

ENRO LL MENT (based on fa ll semester)

w

a:

Other
Restricted
34.34%

FI NANCIAL AID AWARD ED (millions of dollars/ number of students)

1998-99·

0 .5

d.

Athletics
15.42%

Other Donors
9.33%

TOTAL ANNUAL FUND GIVING (in millions)

0

DESIGNATI O N O F ANNUAL
FUND GI FTS , 1998- 99

1998-99

1998

1997-98

1997

1996-97

1996

1995-96

1995

1994-95
60

80

2000

3000

.
-

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

DEGREES AWARDE D

1999 ..

::,

1000

100

0

500

1000

2000

2500

.. Unaudited
•1998-99 figures reflect a one-time 10- month fiscal year.
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1998-99

Statement of activities by combined net asset categories for
the IO - month period ending June 30,1999 (unaudited).

Statement of activities by combined net asset categories
for fiscal year ending Aug. 31,1998.

Revenues , Gains and Other Support

Revenues, Gains and Other Support

TOTAL REVENUES, GAINS
AND OTHER SUPPORT

$106,000,000
3,000 , 000
9,200,000
26,300,000
20 , 300,000
1,600,000

$166,400 ,000

Educational and program expenses
Auxiliary enterprise expenditures
Management and general expenses

TOTAL FUNCTIONAL
EXPENSES

$84,900 , 000
16,300 , 000
21,800 , 000

$123,000,000

TOTAL INCREASE IN
COMBINED NET ASSETS

TOTAL REVENUES, GAINS AND
OTHER SUPPORT

$104,000,000
2,900 , 000
33,300,000
3 ,4 00 , 000
21,800,000
2,000 , 000

$167,400,000

Educational and program expenses
Auxiliary enterprise expenditures
Management and general expenses

TOTAL FUNCTIONAL
EXPENSES

$25,600,000
15 , 600,000
2,200 , 000

$43,400,000

Unrestricted net assets
Temporarily restricted net assets
Permanently restricted net assets

TOTAL INCREASE IN
COMBINED NET ASSETS

DONORS

Presidential Honors

Joan B . Kroc

Inaugurated at the 1998 President 's

Lenore and H . Lary* Magee

$85 , 500 , 000
19 ,3 00 , 000
26 , 900,000

$131,700,000

$7,600 , 000
26,600,000
1,5 00,000

$35 ,700 ,000

w
C

z

The California Wellness Foundation

F.W. Olin Foundation, Inc .

Wilma K. and Robert T. Campion

are recognized for th eir significant

Katherine and George M . Pardee, Jr.

Mary B . (Delafield) Carter*

philanthropic gifts and their long-term

Helen and Sol Price/ Price C h arities

Carthage Foundation

involvement with the universi_ry.

Roman Catholic Diocese of

0

Carthy Foundation

San Diego

Lois Wick Clausen

Helen K. Copley

Donald and Darlene Shiley

Ariel W. Coggeshall Trust "A"

Agnes A. Cri

Religious of the Sacred Heart

Kathryn S. and James W . * Colachis/

en

w , lte.r Fitch In

r

1

Ca ol~J.J and ¥._ic ael T. ' 68

fegary Gifts

l h~

es

I

Colachis Family Foundation/
/ CJ Resorts

/

r,,

Joanne a1fd Frank R. Wa-rren/Warren
Family r ou nd ation

)

Lega91 gifts make a continuing impact upon

----

present and future generations ofstudents.

IWeingart,,Foundation

Community Defenders, Inc .
Fiorenza Courtright- Lucas

(

Betty and Walter J. Zable

Toni and Donald L. Daley, Sr.

_,,

Inger and Professor Kenneth C.
Davis

Philanthrnb at this level indicates a minimum

L--i{etime L~dership Donors

Shelia Marie Davis

cumulative cash contribution of $1 million or an

Gifts of $100,000 or More

Patricia M . and Daniel W. Derbes

irrevocable bequest at that level.

Friend of USD

The Estate of Kathryn Desmond

Toufic Aboukhater

Catherine F. Dicey

Friend of USD

Thomas C. Ackerman Foundation

Elizabeth and Michael D. Dingman/

The Estate of John and

Mr. Jack L. Adams*

Carolyn Ann Ahlers

Michael D . Dingman Foundation

The Ahmanson Foundation

Carrie Estelle Doheny Foundation

AlliedSignal, Inc .

Linda L. and Frank D . Alessio

The Estate of Alice V. Donahue

Helen K. Copley

Alfred F . Antonicelli

Helene* and Jack Drown

James S. Copley Foundation

The Estate of Harry Atwood , Jr.

Fern and Richard L. * Erion

Faye and William N. Cory

Sherrill and Bob Baker/

The David W. Ferrall Trust

Bob Baker Foundation

David G. Fleet Trust

Bank of America

Marilyn and Kim Fletcher

Agnes A. Crippen

BankAmerica Foundation

Ron L. Fowler/ Mesa Distributing

Msgr . I. Brent Eagen*

Barney & Barney

Jean Hahn Hardy and Ernest W.

Dee and Dr. Wilson Baugh

Beatrice and Paul Fritch
Patricia and Dr . Thomas Fritch

Jenny Craig Foundation

u.

Foundation , Inc .

the discretion of the president. Recipients

Jenny and Sid Craiglrhe Sid &
Cl)

Edyth Bush Charitable Trust

Dinner, Presidential Honors are awarded at The Estate of Zama W. May

Katheril)e and.::.George M. Pardee, Jr.
'--------'
7
Joanne ancf"Frank~. arren

Increase in Combined Net Assets

Increase in Combined Net Assets
Unrestricted net assets
Temporarily restricted net assets
Permanently restricted net assets

Tuition and fees
Grants and contracts
Contributions
Investment income, net
Sales and services of auxiliary
enterprises
Athletics, recreation and other

Functional Expenses

Functional Expenses

CJ

LEADERSHiP

FiNANCiAL OPERATiONS

Tuition and fees
Grants and contracts
Contributions
Investment income, net
Sales and services of
auxiliary enterprises
Athletics, recreation and other

0

1997-98

FiNANCiAL OPERATiONS

Co. , Inc.

>

Hahn*/ The E.W. and J.E . Hahn

Marilyn and Vincent E. Benstead

I-

Foundation

Suzanne and John A . ' 81 Bero!

Mr. and Mrs. E. Frederic Gillen

Maureen and Allen Blackmore

Evelwyn F. Gordon*

Cl)

a:
w

>
z

Muriel* and Philip Y . * Hahn/

1998-99 REVENUES , GAINS AND OTHER SUPPORT
a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

Tuition and Fees
Federal Grants and Contracts
Athletics, Recreation and Other
Contributions
Investment Income , Net
Sales and Services of
Auxiliary Enterprises

64%
2%
1%
5%
16%
12%

1998-99 FUNCTIONAL EXPE SES
a.
b.
C.

d.
e.

f.
g.

Management and General Expenses
Scholarships
Auxiliary Enterprise Expenditures
Athletics and Recreation
Research
Public Service
Educational Programs

The Philip Y. Hahn Foundation

18%
3%
13%
1%
1%

1%

63%

Marguerite and John D. Boyce

Peggy and Charles M . Grace

The James Irvine Foundation

Charlene A. and C. Terry Brown

The Estate of Mary Gresko

The Fletcher Jones Foundation

Sandra A. Brue

Lucille and C. Ray* Harmon

Richard L.* and Justine Keith Trust

Helen Anne Bunn

Frances G. Harpst

Cynthia Kinsman

Roberta and Malin Burnham/The

Mary Ann and Bruce R . Hazard/

Kenneth H . Kinsman '73 '81
Mary* and Churchill* Knapp
Kresge Foundation

Burnham Foundation
The Estate of Martin & Florence

R . E . Hazard Contracting
Company

Bursiek
*Deceased

22
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William Randolph Hearst
Foundation
Arthur A. Herzog Family Trust

Regina and Peter Bidstrup

Conrad N . Hilton Foundation

Riverside Community Foundation

Sandra A. Brue

Robert and Karen Hoehn

Anna* and Leo* Roon

Philip G. Brumder

Diamond and Don K . Rose

The California Wellness Foundation

The Maximilian E. & Marion 0.

Cecile* and Col. Irving R.* Salomon

Charles C. Caruso , Jr. '74

Professor Paul and
Jacklyn (Becker) '75 Horton

Margaret and Howard'!>. J ames

Patric ia!CanctFoi-rest N. Shumway

Rose M. and Arthur H.* Kaplan

Judi E. and William] . ShupRer

w

>
z
::,

/

Conrique

Helen K. Copley

\

L. Bruce Stallard Family Trust

Cornwell Corporation

Richel and Tawfiq N . Khoury

Foundation of the State Bar of

Jenny and Sid Craig/The Sid &

Darlene and Ronald N. Mannix

California

----

Frances L. and Clarence L. * Steber
Elizabeth J. Sweeney

Ann Bourke and~ert B . Tasker
Telecommunications Education
Trust

George H. Mayr Foundation

Celeste and A. Eugene Trepte

The Estate of Dorothea J. McKinney

Drosoula and George K. Tsakopoulos/

Sharon and H .D . McNee, Jr.
The Estate of Edward]. and
Grace W. Mehren

Tsakopoulos Investments
U.S . Department of Education
USD Auxiliary
USD Board of Trustees

~-

Jenn~ Craig Foundation

Patricia M. and D aniel W. Derbes/
Signal Ventures

Daniel]. Dillabough '70

Carrie Estelle Doheny Foundation
Farmers Group Insurance Co.
Penny C. and Michael A. ' 72
Ron L. Fowler/Mesa Distributing
Co.,lnc.
Peggy and Charles M. Grace/The
Charlpeg Foundation, Inc.
William H. Hannon Foundation

Mary E. and Daniel F. Mulvihill/

Del E . Webb Foundation

Frances G. Harpst

Dan Murphy Foundation
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association
Humanities
Rita andjosiah L. Neeper

E.L. Wiegand Foundation
Rosemary* and Donald O. * Wilson

1998-99 Leadership Donors

Patricia M . Howe

Thomas C . Ackerman Foundation

Parker Foundation

Horton
Independent Colleges of Southern

The Theresa & Edward O'Toole

Marguerite an d Chester C. * Pagni

Prof. Paul and Jacklyn (Becker) ' 75

Friend of USD
AccuBanc Mortgage Corporation

Pacific Mutual Foundation

Hazard Contracting Company

Houssam T. Aboukhater '93

Vessa* andjohn* Notchev
Foundation

Mary Ann and Bruce R . Hazard/R.E .
Robert and Karen Hoehn

Gifts of $10 ,000 or More

California
The James Irvine Foundation

The Ahmanson Foundation

Rose M. Kaplan

Andersen , Buck & Mann, LLP

Richel and Tawfiq N. Khoury

Sherrill and Bob Baker/Bob Baker
Foundation

Annette F. and F. Harvey Whittemore

Hisako Kawasaki '63

Metropolitan Life and Affiliated

Betty and Walter J. Zable/Walter J.

Life C are Foundation

Kyocera International , Inc.

Travel

and Betty C. Zable Foundation

~)

Lindsay and Brownell , A . P.C.
Josephine MacConnell and

Mary E. and Dani el F . Mulvihill

Gifts of $5 ,000-$9 ,999

Lori Murray ' 83

Linda L. and Frank D. Alessio

Constance a ndjon L. Narmi

Ameri ca n Residential Investment

Jose ph V . Narmi

Guy Shawley

Trust

The National Collegiate Athl et ic

Maribeth and Michael]. '70 Maher
Maxwell Technologies
George H. Mayr Foundation

Jeanie and Henri P. Ardantz/A.rdantz

Association

Capital Management

Judith H. and Thomas V.
McKernan , Jr.

Mrs. S . Falck Nielsen

Bank of America

Merrill Lynch

Ninteman C ~nstnictwnGo~any,

BankAmerica Fi)Undatio~

Dan Murphy F,:0 ndation

Julia C. Belfiore ' 88 and Michael

Najwa S . and Waadj. '83 Nadhi rs

I

Inc .IS/ an and Thomas

F.X. O 'Connell '87
I
:

Remep sperge1 /~
Mary (f ovac) •~3 andjohn j i"
O'C ~nnor \
The Thhresa & E~ Toole
Foundation
Marguerite Pagni

------

Maureen an~ Allen Blac-k -more

I

I

----

C aliforni a Association of
Thoroughbred Racetracks, L LC
Avis M. and Peter Cheung
Chevron U.S.A. Products Co.

Nat ional Association ~

hild

Advocates
National Ve~ rng_~ Sales/ Sheila and
Terry Inman
Nelson Communications Group,/ LLC

Mary (Fiorino) ' 61 and Michel J.

Ka the ri n e and -........____
George M . Pardee, Jr .

Coca-Cola Foundatio n

Prestolite Wire

K athryn S. Colachis/JC Resorts

Barbara J. and Paul A. Peterson

Ralph M . Parsons Foundation

K athl ee n M. and Eugene A.

Michael Pulitzer/ The Pulitzer

Larry Ruvo

Ferrara , Jr.

Joanne and Philip Hwang/ Universal

Marsh U .S.A.

Rose nberg Foundation

Matilde S. Warren

Pacific Southwest Realty

}

__/

Dr. Philip Menna

National Endowment for the

IX

Marilyn and James""-£ . Spain, Ji;.

L

Margaret'E. '84 an d -E T ~ stand

Kellogg Foundation

The Estate of Louise H. McNally

Cl)

../

Karen S. ' 8,3 and Donal.a Cqhn

Betsy and Douglas F. Manchester

>

Dr. ~ rice Chigos

Martin L~ Sheehan*

Family Foundation

0

RicnaraJ. Charlton

Scaife Family Charitable Tr~

Marjorie and Dr . Author E. Hughes

Faye N. Lewis

I&.

San Diego Trust & Savings Bank

Lois Wick Clausen

M. Larry Lawrence*/The Lawrence

Cl)

Caster Family Trust

Robert M. '61 Hughes

Wells Fargo Bank

Mission Federal Credit Union

Barbara and Terrence Caster/

Kathy A . and William H. '83 Scripps

La Jolla Bank

z

San Diego Gas & Electric Company

Patricia M. Howe

W. M. Keck Foundation

C

San Diego County Bar Association

Weingart Foundation

Margaretjo (King) ' 64 and

MB NA America Bank, N .A.

Companies

T. William Hoehn, Jr.
Hoffman Foundation

w

Barney & Barney

Kay J. Ravenel

Joanne and Frank R . Warren/
Warren Family Fou n dation

Multimedia Systems, Inc .

Meg Goode Reardon '70

HomeFed Bank

(J

Cathy and John Lyn ch / Lartigue

Barker
Dee and Dr . Wilson Baugh

Division

0

Peggy L. and Glenn Powell
G. Vincent Reardon, Jr. '70

Hewlett-Packard Co., San Diego

Luce, Forward , Hamilton & Scripps

Dorine Ann and Douglas H. ' 80

Virginia G . Piper

SBC Communi ca tions ln c.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company
San Diego Union - Tribune

De Falco
Victoria A. and Eugene H. De Falco
De Falco Family Foundation Inc.
Elizabeth (Tharp) and Michael D.
Dingman

Orradre

------ - -----

Publishing Company Foundation
Religious of the Sacred Heart
Laura E. and John M . Robbins, Jr .
Janet A. and Terry C . Rodgers
Rana Sampson

Sandicast, Inc.

Catherine G . (Harkless) Ebert ' 86

Nanci M . and Michael D. Sargent

Hon. Lynn Schenk '70 and Prof. C.

Horatio B . Ebert Charitable

Jill K. and Charles]. Schreiber,Jr.

Hugh Friedman

Foundation

Sandra A . and Lawrence W. '62 Shea

Kathy A. and William H. '83 Scripps

Mrs. Carolyn P. Farris

Patricia K . and Forrest N. Shumway

Sempra Energy

Kelly C. (Bower) ' 91 and

Treasa L. Struble and Michael L. '72

Sheffield Fund Of The Farallon
Foundation
Donald and Darlene Shiley

Kevin C. ' 91 Gallaghe r
Audrey Geisel/The San Diego
Foundation Dr . Seuss Fund

Skiles/ MLS Development and
Services, LLC
Southland Electric/Jack M. Zwart

Judi E. and William]. Shupper

Grip , Inc.

The Leon Strauss Foundation

Sierra Health Foundat ion

Guaranty Federal Bank

Thorsnes , Bartolotta , McGuire &

Staples , Inc.

Katherine M. andjohn T. Gurash

Ann Bourke and Herb e rt B. Tasker

J ane K. and Donald]. Hanratty

Thoroughbred Owners of California

Lucille H a rmon

Union Pacific Corporation

Alice Bourke Hayes

Wal - Mart Foundati o n

M arion Hubb ard

Padilla
Trizechahn Centers Management
Inc.
Web Service Company, Inc. /
N ee raj Sharma

Leichtag Family Foundation
*Deceased

*Deceased

25

Amelia L. (Zolezzi) '59 and

Michael J. Whitmarsh ' 86/

James O.Johnson

Whitmarsh Enterprise , Inc.

KPMG LLP

Pat (Slattery) '68 and

Gifts of $2 ,500-$4 ,999

American Inns of Court Louis M .
Welsh Chapter
Diana S. and Allan K. Arntz/Arntz
Family Foundation
BarbaraK:""" Brdwn

l

/,

The

entury Club of an Diego

\,,/

Laurel L. (Brochtrup) '88 and

Donna E. and William P. Curran,
Jr . M.D.
Virginia and John Dahlen/Bully' s
East Restaurant
Elizabeth andJoseph DeMarco

C

z

•

Ill

u.

0

>
IIll

a:
w

>

z

Jodi Leazott Doucette ' 87 and
Dennis J. Doucette '86

M T l Leasingj ~
McKenna & Associates \
. M
l
. I
B nan
onarty
/
Ruth andJim M~
Leah Sr Nathanson

ey )

Company
Occidental Petroleum Charitable
Foundation
Nicholas R. Petry
Johanna and Lino E. Poli

Dr . William]. Doyle
Friends of Golf, Inc.
Katharyn A. Gerlich
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich

I

I

<
-------~ _ /\
of $1,000- $2,49~

. __

of-d~

Linda A. and William S. Potter/
Appleton Potter Family
Foundation
Procopio, Cory, H argreaves &
Savitch LLP
John '84 and Livia Prunty

/

Inc.If therine P:a :nd, Peter 0. \
'80 Glaessne(
I

Douglas E. Barnhart, Inc.

_1

Diane and Charles ' 83 Ahli
/

City Nat ional Bank

Judith D. an d Henry P. Egan, Jr .
Marcia C. and Frank A. Engfelt

The San Diego FoundationJ-:-Dallas

Lisa B. and Wilh~ ~ - ' 79
Enquist, { .

Jeffrey R. Eato~
Aloysius and Joan Bedell
/

Raffaella (Perretta)--' 7iand John

C. and Paul H . Berghoff

--------------Lauren Lockridge ' 95

Insight Electronics , Inc ./Norma P.
Samaniego '84

John ' 62 Cose~

Marguerite andjohn D . Boyce

Kenneth G. Coveney

Maureen Keenan and Skip Bradish

Sally and Robert L. Cowan

Sara S. and Thomas Finn

Donald]. ' 77 Altomonte

Cosgrove/Jennifer Cosgrove '95

)

Jill A. and Donald M. '94 Fellows

Edward M. Aloe ' 86

Tom Ferrara•~
Frank Fertitta , Jr .
Vicki and Frank]. Fertitta/ Fertitta
Enterprises

Nancy G. and Thomas A. Brasfield

Barbara Crain Wallace

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company

Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.

Mildred P. and Leo J. Brewster

Barbara]. and Ray Craycraft

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company

Anzalone & Associates , Inc./Reatha

Barbara A . and Harold V. Brodigan

Cecilia Macevicz Cresto '84

Most Reverend Robert H. Brom

Kathryn (Maas) Crippen '74

Eileen and Carlton R. Appleby

Marion A. Brown

Cubic Corporation

Architects Mosher Drew Watson &

Susan and Alan K. ' 76 Brubaker

Cush Automotive Charitable

and Owen Smith

Margaret and Paul E. Brunton

Ferguson

Thomas F. Burke, Jr.

Arledge
John D. Armstrong

The Burnham Foundation

Arthur Andersen & Co. Foundation

Sharon (Davis) '8 5 and

Helen E. Saville

Arthur Andersen , LLP

John Shaw ' 73

Lynn D . and Geoffrey H. '76

Sheila L. and Robert H. Swanson

Christinf ~
Kevin V. Farrow

Patricia ' 63 (McElhaney) Coseo a , d

Susan C. (Crom) '77 and

William]. Regan Family

Shannon Smith '86

David C. Copley

Vicky M. and Joseph D. Costello

Margarita (Palau) '82 and

Imperial Credit Industries , Inc .

Denise L. and Michael F. '71 Eyer

April and Lowell Blankfort

Marco D . '84 Alessio

Barbara]. (Wagner) '77 and

Sieben Foundation

Ernst & Yo img LLP~

Ruth E . and Curtis W . Cook

Mike and Carol Alessio

Donna Lee and G. Edward '73

Hutchinson

Ariel W. Coggeshall lI'l'-ust-51 "

Karen L. anctT!iomas J. '7 4 'S-4

The Argyros Foundation

Dr. Hutch and Dr. Laura (Black) '77

/

1•

Linda and Paul E. Bissonnette

Mary J. and Warren J . * Razo re

John J. '63 Ro dee

\

Judy A. Ep~ler

The Blanchard Foundation/Gibran

nd

Karen and Mark H. Rauenhorst

James B. Hill

Wayne M. Cody

\

Carolyn T. and Jeffrey Y . Greer

Heather (Hockett) ' 89 and

I

& Mary H. Clark Fund

Anne B. and Dana Hendershott

Maribeth M. (Mattinson) ' 65 and

Eastman

Colette M . Clark ' 89

Bea and Emanuel Bugelli

Roland A. Hernandez

Sarita (Doyle) ' 65 and A. Brent

Cynthia Basso Eaton '89 and

Berghof~ & Company , Inc /Lorett

Academy Engineer~

Amalia and Lawrence Cimmarusti

Tali and Mary Anne Basham·

Bela{ ich
f
Glen and Gen \ Bell

\

I

ARCO \Foundation

Yoon and Anthony C. Choi

Trudy and George]. Barron

(__

Kimberly E. (Amory - ~

Christine L. and Robert]. Feibusch
Dr. Anita Figueredo and

Treadwell

Judy and Jack.A. Adams

Ursula E. and Andor J. Elbert
The Feibusch Foundation

Inc ./Jennifer and Curtis G. ' 95

Raymond Chao '85

The NewhalrI:and and Farming

____.--:

Kathyrn K. and Marc]. '87 Dura
Eagle Ridge Manufactured Homes,

Capt. and Mrs. A. W. Chandler

Virginia C. Nelson '79

L -

Castruccio

Nancy J. and Douglas E. Barnhart

A.G. Edwards & Sons ,
\

Michelle Dunn

Patricia and Dr. Manuel Barba

Friend

Claudia and Tonci Martinie/

Peter B. Duncan ' 92

Winthrop , Inc.

G~

eating '94 95

Nancy Carol Carter
Alberta (Seabold) Casey ' 55
Louis M. and Sarah]. (Leonard) ' 65

Bantz

Duncan-Hurst Capital Management
Martha and Charles G. '86 Duncan

Julie and Mike Wirth
D ~ fou rydation

The MBi<Fo ndationi
en ra C.

Olivia Hefler- Bantz and David A. '76

KayeM. and Richa:cd--V.-W oltman

The J.M . Ldng Foundatio.,__J

Continental , Inc .

w

Therese (Truitt) Whitcomb '53

'------i,

James S. Copley Foundation

CJ

Genevieve A. andJohnJ. Whitacre

Foundation

Duda Vail ' 87 and Tom D. Vail

Phil E. Carter

Ted Rossin

Carl N. and Margaret M. Karcher

The Burns.Eoh ndation,

Whitley C. '86 Collins

0

Bannister Steel, lnc./Connie and

Elsie V. Weston

Terry apa-1..o uisa Kuo

/1

Jennifer (Green) '89 and

Yolanda Walther-Meade

/\

I

The Carroll Family

Margaret and Carl N . Karcher/The

Elise D. B~

- ,WilrrJa K. an """Robervdn
T. 8amp~on

__

Monie R. Captan ' 85 '87

Bahia Resort Hotel/Evans Hotels

Terri and Michael B. ' 72 Kaplan

Charlotte and Louis H . Korni

\

Duda Family Foundation/Lendy

B.I.A. Cares for Kids

Baker Electric , Inc./Ted N. Baker

Fredrick Kleinbub

Frances (Oldak) and William Dolan

UPS Foundation

Lisa Baird and Steven Morrison

Angelina K. (Kraemer) '59 and

Nancy Jo andJohn M . '83 Cappetta

The Bernard H. van d er Steen Trust
WD-40 Company

Great Western Mortgage

Annette A . Wren

Mr. and Mrs. Victor Avila

Ardis and William Walters, Jr.

Suzanne and Samuel]. '77 Kahn

Stephen '67 Wojdowski

UNOCAL Foundation

David N. Burt
C.F. Jordan Commerical, LP.
John Stinnett

Ashworth

James R . Cairns '81

Pauletta Y. and Robert T. ' 62
Atwood

Foundation

Foundation
Marilyn and Kim Fletcher
Flower Hill Mall
The Fluor Foundation
Forest Lawn Foundation

Karen S . and Thomas A. '74 Davis

Jeanette L. and Harrison D . Fortney

M. Kelly and Russell G. Davis

Sarah S. andJames G. Foster

Gloria G. '76 and Stoney L.

Valmere (Dessert) ' 57 and

De Ment

John D. Frager

Debora L. and Timothy A . DeMore

Phyllis Y. and Milton V . Freeman

Deloitte & Touche LLP

Annette (Vanier) '60 and Jose L.

Dentap , Inc.
Solveig (Store) Deuprey '78 and
Dan H. Deuprey

Fritzenkotter
G.E . M . Engineering, Inc .
Michael Akhavan

Campus Concepts, Inc .

Michael R . Devitt

GTE California
Larry J . Gardepie

Pam P. and Thomas F. ' 83

Lenore and Carl A. Auerbach

Louis C. Canchola ' 82

Jolene M. and Anthony N. DiMaggio

Twardzik/Ateeco , Inc.

Avery Dennison International

Canterbury Capital Services , Inc.

J. Scott DiValerio '8 5
*Deceased

*Deceased

Teresa Liberatore Gase ' 73 and
James D. Gase ' 73 '8r 'gr

North Island Federal Credit Union

Patricia (Briscoe) and Lee J .

John A . Trifiletti '78/

Cynthia M. and Thomas D.

Elizabeth '82 and Richard ' 77

Oasis Sports Medical Group, Inc ./

Iannacone, Sr .

Ghio/Anthony's Fish Grotto

Monica lannessa

Macgurn

Lynn W. and Paul C . Murphy,

Ellen G. and Michael L. ' 92

Virginia ' 8r '85 and Dr. Robert
Infantino, Sr.

M.D.

Magerman

Rusling, Jr.

Anthony Trifiletti

John J. Russell

Cathy L. and Mark H. Trione

San Diego Chargers Football

Triton Group Management , Inc ./

Company

Jolene and Michael M. Earley '78

Anne and William Otterson

The San Diego Foundation

Patricia and Joseph F. Trungale

Rebeca M. and Paul E. Manning

Ronald A. Pachence

San Diego Youth & Community

Susanne M. and Mark D . ' 83

Elaine H . and Allen Giese

David W. Inglish ' gr

Kathleen A. Marpe

Pacific Claims Service , Inc .

Anne M . andjohn M. Gilchrist , Jr .

Kathy (Shadle) '85 'gr and

Karen andjoel Mascitelli/

Pacific Mutual Foundation

Zoila and Momo J. Sarac

Maureen Pagni

Stuart Schechter ' 8r

Linda D. Urden, DNSc , RN '89

Mary E. and Bernard A. '66 Palecek

Libby and Tom Schiff

Irmgard B. Valenta

Kathleen M. and H . Michael Pariani

Debra S. andJosephJ. '80

J . Philf Gilligan

Ronald] ames

lvlascitelli Family fo undatipn

Ronald M . Jenkins

Jane M. and Timothy P. Masterson

Jewish Chautauqua Society

Mattel Children's Foundation

C

D

Services

Tunney
Union Bank Foundation

Lynda and Prof. Jorge A. Vargas

Martin an~tnid Gleich

John Deere ~oi.mdation

r M'rs . P.J. Maturo
Dr. and

Catherine - . and Eri'2-D. Glover

Johnson Consulting Engineers, Inc.

I

Elizabeth Ann Parkman

The Family of Ronalffi Maudsley

Kim and s 7 : 1 ~ons

Jacquelyne C. Johnston

Marie A. and Stephen T . Mc Gowan

Michael P. Vi la 97

Graduate Nursing Students

Phil and ¥ ita Patterson/

Robert C.

Rosemary E . (Masterson) '70 '90

Mary Ann (Aronson) '81 and

Association
Linda S. '94 and Thomas '76 Grady

and Walter 0 . '68 Johnston, Jr.

\

Kevin P. '80 '85 McGarry

Michael E . Graves

Pamela and Stephen Kasbeer

Mr. and Mrs. Allen T. Mcinnes

Hope L. and Terry A. Gray, Jr .

Patricia A. and Edward T. Keating

Mary (Bahan) '6.2 and Michael B.

Ernestine and RADM Edward

Sheila and Leonard Kee

Grimm

Ill

Celeste and A. Eugene Trepte

Stephen K . O'Brien '83

Gilligan Groves/Jane B. and

z

Transamerica Foundation

Rudolph and Sletten, Inc .

Diana L. and Atwood C. Lynn

The Gillette Company

Q

Angela M . and Halvor L. ' 63 Rover

Nordstrom , Inc .

Doris R. and Peter J. Hughes

Patricia L. and Richard A. '7 4

Foundation

Faith Nilsen

General Atomics/ Ninfa A. and

Marcia L. and Ernest G. Giachetti

w

TheThomasL.Ludington

Marjorie and Dr . Author Hughes

Josephine and Anthony A. Ghio

0

Hubbard , Jr.

Eric E. Gaylord '82
Anthony G. '74 Navarra

0

Tina and Thomas L. ' 79 Ludington/

Harvene E. and W . George

Julia H . Keelin

Robert M. Guiltinan '66

11'~
•
Judith '". 1'.eep 70

Margaret H. and David C . Haber

/

McCarthy

/

Victoria and Michael W. '84 ).-FcGuire

----

Schmidt III

Carole A . and Thomas J. Viola
ohl '83

J. Phil1ip Patter-so n , n . stments
Janice . . andJk ph D . Peh
Perrins la Ban~ of San Dieg~
Michele R. Peret e - Dammeyer and
Donal Dammeyer
Philip Mor~

ompanies , I

Lori A. and

obert

Sharp Healt care
Hans and H zel Sie ert

John M. Weeks

Carole A. and Richard E. Pietras

Tugg R. Snowbarger ' 02

Jane and Louis Weinstock

Janice L. and Dennis]. ' 74 Ponsor

Pamela M . (Moore) Snyder ' 67

Gloria G . and Michael V. Wells

Cindy and Richard '84 Meyer

Elayne and Tom M. Kester II

Milken Family Foundation

John M. Harby '88

Mary and Robert]. Konz

Ralph Gano Miller ' 58/ Miller,

Patricia A. and Jack B. Powell

Professor and Mrs . Lester Snyder

Katherine E. and Dennis M . Hart

Katherine R . Kraemer

PricewaterhouseCoopers Foundation

Ken and Carolyn Sparks

Nancy A. and Stephen D . ' 73

Wells Fargo Community Support

Gale M. andjames C. '75 Krause

Cindy L. and Lawrence F. Miller

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Scott D . Sparrer '93

Jere! andJames H . West

Margaret and Norman]. Kriney

Jean H. (Hicks) '59 and Kenneth E .

The Principal Financial Group/

Carol A. Stamenson

Glenn D . White, Jr . '78

Maurice Stans*/The Stans

Mrs. Marshall W. White

Hartman

Monson & Peshel

Joann and Gary C. Hawkins

Joan B. Kroc

Roberta and Michael M. Hayes

Esther M . and Robert L. La Porta, Sr.

Bonnie and Robert W. Minto, Jr.

The Prudential Foundation

Nancy R . '79 and Eugene M. '8r

Josephine and Daniel C . Moreno

Prudential Securities Incorporated

State Farm Companies Foundation

Janis M. and Paul T. Morey

Nan and Richard C. Pugh

Stephenson, Worley, Garratt ,

Anne and Philip J. Purcell

Schwartz , Heidel & Prairie

The Party Maker
Eleanor and Patrick]. Head

Labovitz

Miller

BTA Advisory Group

Foundation

Michael V . Wells Insurance

Joan C. and Howard B. Wiener
Dan and Sandy Wightman
Grant A. Williams '89

Brigitte and Friedreich Heimers

Dick and Dorothea Laub

Brian and Barbara Morgan

u.

Marilyn K. and Daniel D. Herde

Lillian and Robert P. Lawrence

Phyllis and Grant H . Morris

Mary K. and William Rademaker, Jr .

George G . Strong, Jr. ' 74

Penrhyn Wilson

0

Wayne Hickey/ Roel Construction

Barbara and Leon A. Layaye

John C. Mulvihill ' 84

Sally L. and George W. Rauch

Nancy E. Sullivan

Judy and Russ Wilson/ Cameron

Carol M . and Francis M . Lazarus

Judith T. '84 and Daniel G . Munoz

Gary and Renae Redenbacher

Marcia] . ' 89 ' gr and Richard

Barbara and Roy A. ' 72 Lechner

Elaine H . and Timothy J. Murray

Karen L. Reed '88

William Lerach

Kathleen M . (McGonigle) '54 and

Paul and Barbara Regan

Ann P. and J . Fife Symington

Wingert Grebing Brubaker & Ryan

Linda]. and David A. Reichert M.D.

Mrs. Claire Tavares

Florine and Ervin E. Yoder

Matthew J. Reno '80/

Adele and Robert H.* Taylor

Ruthann M . and Thomas F. '77

>
I-

Company, Inc .
Nancy E. Hudgins and Jack W. '75
Hodges

Ill

Barbara and Heinz R. Hoenecke

a:

Sheila and James F. Hoffmeister

w

Janie (O ' Driscoll) ' 59 and

>

z
::,

Joanne Higgins Leslie '76 and
John W. Leslie

James] . Murtha
Gwen T . and Robert Y. '70 Nagata

Wilson
Mary L. and Francis E. '62 Wilson, Jr.

Jerry Levey

Elizabeth Nalley

Chariya and Chainaronk Limanon

Rita and Josiah L. Neeper

The James F. Ridge Family

Patty and Douglas A. ' 8r Thomas

Dorot hy and Joseph M. Zelayeta

Debbie K. and Terrance A. Hogan

Foundation of the Litton Industries

Nielsen Dillingham Builders

Erin L. and Mark]. Riedy

The John M. and Sally B. Thornton

Marian I. Holleman

Betty Jo and Dale L. Ziegler

Lockheed Martin Corporation

David L. Newark '71

Roman Catholic Diocese of

Conrad C. Hoffner

Dolores and Bob Hope

Reno Contracting, Inc .

John T. Newcomb

San Diego

Craig W . Nickoloff

Mr. and Mrs . Robert]. Ross
*Deceased

28

A. Swain

Walter B. and Marie W . Williams

Temple-Inland Foundation

Foundation

Yuhas

William and Margaret Zures

Susan (Dupar) '80 and Peter
Tortorici
*Deceased
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Planned Giving

Beatrice and Paul Fritch

Katherine and George M. Pardee , Jr.

Puente De Oro

Patricia and Dr. Thomas Fritch

Mr. and Mrs . George Peterson

Mary and John* Arbuthnot

Gene Gamble

Isabelle R. Piccini ' 74

Mrs . Rosary Arcaro

Mr . and Mrs . E . Frederic Gillen

Peggy L. and Glenn E . Powell

Sarah and Dr. Michael Bajo

Jane B. and]. Philip Gilligan

Elise M. and Richard Rand

Patricia and Dr. Manuel Barba

Drs . Janet and Richard Gilman

Kay J . Ravenel

Kathleen V . Barger

Peggy and Charles M . Grace

Lois S. and Donald Roon

Dee and Dr . Wilson Baugh

Ernestine and RADM Edward Grimm

Diamond and Don K . Rose

Kathryne and Ralph Baum

LaVerne Hanscom

Dr . Patricia A. Roth

Jean (Hahn) andJohn I. Hardy

Pauline and Joseph Sabatino

G . Legler Benbough*

USD Annual Don or Clubs

Franees L. and Clarence L. * Steber

Marion A. and Gilbert L. * Brown

Prof. Paul and]acklyn (Becker) ' 75

Elizabeth J . Sweeney

Laureates
Deans
Scholars

Claire and Carlos Jose* Tavares

Loyalty Club

Patricia M .-Howe---,

Geraldine A. Cameron ' 63

Marjorie and Dr. Author Hughes

Alberta S . (Seabold) Casey ' 55

Doris R . and Peter J . Hughes

Barbara and Terrence Caster

Louarn (Fleet) and Col. U .
Grant Jones

Alcala Society

Gifts to

Carole,;] . and Michael T . ' 68
Thorsnes
Helen and Frank* Walton
Suzanne and Thomas N. Warner

Sally and Robert J . Kazmarek

Matilde S. Warren

Anne and Captain Otis R. Cole, J r.

Nicole and Michael]. Kearney

Mary Noyes and Karl* Weber

Esther Collins

Dr. Edmund Keeney

Winfrey Welch

Helen K. Copley

Justine and Richard L. * Keith

Roberta and Stewart]. Westdal

Faye and William N. Cory

Elayne and Tom M . Kester II

Mrs. Marshall W . White

Agnes A. Crippen

Cynthia Kinsman

Gerry and CDR. Herbert E . Whyte

CJ

Inger and Prof. Kenneth Davis

Kenneth H . Kinsman ' 73 ' 81

Faema Wright

w

Dr. Alfonso De Bourbon

Pam and William G . Landy

Gloria G . ' 76 and Stoney L. De Ment Jeanne K. Lawrence
Faye N. and Henry* Lewis
Patricia M. and Daniel W . Derbes
Catherine F. Dicey

Dr . Patricia A. Lowry

Dorothy W. and Darle W . Dudley

Lenore and H. Lary* Magee

...

Rev. Msgr . Richard Duncanson ' 68

Jo A. Malmstrom- Okita ' 81 and

0

Rev. Msgr . William Elliott

John P. McCoy

Fern and Richard* Erion

Betty and Dr . Frank* McGuigan

Ume and Aiji Esaki

Sharon and H .D . McNee , Jr .

Dr . Orlando Espin

Dr . Philip G . Menna

Dr . Anita Figueredo and

Lt. Col. Albert H . Mikkelsen ' 72

>
I1/)
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Dr . William]. Doyle
Dr . Donna ' 87 ' 91 and Robert
Fosbinder
Valmere (Dessert) ' 57 andJohn
D . Frager

$500-999
$250-499
$100-249
$100

Maudsley Fellows
Platinum
$10 ,000 and ab ove
Gold
$5 ,000-9 ,999
Silver
$ 2 ,500 - 4 ,999
Bronze
$1,000-2 ,499
Counselors
$500-999
Barristers
$250-499
Advocates
$100-249
Loyalty Club
Gifts to $100

Golden Toreros
Silver Toreros
Director's Club
Coaches ' Circle
All-Americans
Varsity Club
Toreros

$5,000 and above
$2 ,500-4 ,999
$1,000 - 2 ,499
$ 500-999
$ 250-499
$100 - 249
$25-99

Sports Banquet Donors

Gold Club

$1 ,000 and above

Deans C1ide recognizes donors wdh cumulative
gijls af$100,00 0 .

Co rporate Fund

Recogni/1on as a Bus1i1essL1i1k USD member is
afforded those businesses whose supportfar
USD e.rceeds $ 1, 0 0 0 during afscalyear.
Contributions are aclcnowledged 1i1 thefallo1v,i,g
categories.-

Partner
Investor
Sponsor
Member

$10 ,000 and above
$5,000-9 , 999
$2 ,500 - 4,999
$ 1,000 - 2 ,499

Betty and Walter J . Zable
Irene and Cornelius Zondag

June Lovelady

Barbara Doyle*

Msgr. I. Brent Eagen*

$5 ,000 and above
$2,500-4 ,999
$1 ,000-2 ,499

The Bernard H . van der Steen Trust

Lois Wick Clausen

1/)

Torero Athletic Fund

Marian I. Holleman

Dr. Beatrice Chigos

:z

School of Law Fund

Benefactors
Patrons
Members

Betty Brock '68

Helen Anne Bunn

C

President 's Club

Nora and William C . Smith

Horton

USD 1orero Athletic Fund

lndimduals providing supp ort lo the unive11f!y s
atl,letic program are recognized //,rough
membership in !lie USD Torero Athletic Fund based
on the amount oftheir cantnbution.

Shelly and Prof. Bernard H . Siegan

Sandra A . J rue

USD School of Law Funds

lndimduols prov1d1i,g support lo the School aJLaw
ore recognized through membership 1i1o donor club
of//,e USD School afLow Fund based on the
amount oftl,e,r contnbut1on.

Robbie and Dan 0. ' 75 Henry

Marguerite andJohn D . Boyce

FUNDS

Individualspramd1i,g support lo the universf!y
through tl,e Annual Fund are recognized througl,
membership in a USD danar club bosed on the
amount ajthe,i· contnbution.

CDR. Shirlee Hicks ' 66

Dr. and Mrs . John Borchers

0

DONOR

Lincoln Y. Okita

Norma andJames* Moriarty III
Jay C . Morley
Betty* and Michael D . Mottet
Helen Napoli ' 64*
Rita and Josiah L. Neeper

Hon . Lynn Schenk ' 70 and

Gilbert L. Oddo

Prof. C . Hugh Friedman

Evelyn H . Ogren
*Deceased
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BOARD

OF

TRUSTEES

Chair of the Board

Joanne C. Warren

Vice Chair of the Board

John D. Boyce
Secretary of the Board

William D.Jones '80

0
CJ

w
C

z

•
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Frank D. Alessio
Robert H. Baker
Manuel Barba, M.D.
R. Donna M . Baytop, M.D.
Roy E. Bell
Allen J. Blackmore
The Most Rev . Robert H. Brom
Sandra A. Brue
Kathryn S . Colachis
Sister Barbara Dawson , R.S.C.J.
Daniel W. Derbes
Rev. Monsignor William E. Elliott
Anita V. Figueredo, M.D.
Kim Fletcher
Ronald L. Fowler
Alice B. Hayes
Robert Hoehn
Patricia M. Howe
Peter J. Hughes
Michael B. Kaplan '72 (J.D.)
Margot Kyd
John T. Lynch
Douglas F. Manchester
Liam E . McGee ' 76
Sister Gertrude Patch , R.S.C.J.
Rev. Monsignor Lawrence Purcell
John M. Robbins Jr.
William H. Scripps ' 83
Susan Spanos
Darlene Marcos Shiley
Herbert B. Tasker
Michael T. Thorsnes
A . Eugene Trepte
Yolanda Walther-Meade
William]. Zures
Trustees Emeriti

Thomas E. Barged
Dee Baugh
Rev. Monsignor Robert T.
Callahanf
Robert T . Campion
H. John Cashint
James W . Colachisf
Jenny G. Craig
Sister Frances Danz, R.S.C.J.t
Margaret R. Duflock

Rev. Monsignor I. Brent Eagen t
Walter Fitch III
J. Philip Gilligan
Charles M. Grace
Ernest W. Hahnf
Bruce R. Hazard
Arthur H. Kaplanf
Edmund L. Keeney, M.D.
The Most Rev. Leo T. Mahed
James J. McMorrowf
George M. Pardee
Leland S. Prussia
William K . Warrenf
Richard P. Woltman
Walter J. Zable

Credits
Tiie 1999 President's Report is published as an
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and the Office of Development. Contributors to the
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John G. McNamara
Vice President.for Universi_!y Relations

Jack Cannon

D1i-eclor ofPubhc Relations

Michael R. Haskins
D1i-ector ofPubhcat1ons

Susan Herold

Associate D1i-eclor ofPublications

t Deceased

Jill Wagner '91

Attorney for the Board

John Titchen

Josiah L. Neeper

President Emeritus

Author E. Hughes

USO Executive Officers

Pubhcalions Edilor
Pubhcat1ons H,',·,ter

Judy Williamson
Pubhcat1011s Support

Donald M . Fell ows
D1i-eclor ofDevelopment

Alice B. Hayes
P,·esident

Tammy Gillespie

Francis M. Lazarus
Vice President and Provost

Diane Gronholt

Paul Bissonette
Vice President for finance and Administration

Anne DeLyons

Thomas F. Burke
Vice President for Student Ajfai,-s and Dean of
Students
Monsignor Daniel J. Dillabough
Vice President for Mission and Ministry
John G. McNamara
Vice President for Universi9 Relations
Deans

Patrick F. Drinan , Ph.D.
College ofArts and Sciences

Curtis W. Cook, D.B.A.
School of Business Administration
Paula A. Cordeiro, Ed .D .
School of Education
Daniel B. Rodriguez, J.D.
School of Law
Janet A. Rodgers, Ph.D.
Hahn School ofNllrsing and Health Science

D1i-eclor ofAnnual Funds
D1i-eclor ofAdvancement Services
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Visual Asylum
Concept, Design ond Art D1i-ec/1on

Pablo Mason
Rodney Nakamoto
Gary Payne
Michael Smith
J onothan Woodward
P/10tograp91
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